Introduction

Start your children’s reading adventures with Oxford Reading Tree

More than 30 million children have already begun their reading journey with Oxford Reading Tree, starting with phonics and progressing through a huge variety of levelled readers.
Key features

Oxford Reading Tree helps to establish children as confident lifelong readers by offering:

- **over 800 levelled books** ranging from fully-decodable texts to phonically-based, vocabulary-rich readers
- **a unique range** of writing styles, genres, characters and artwork.
Oxford Levels

Finely graded Oxford Levels from 1-20 offer just the right amount of challenge to support and encourage children’s secure and steady progression to reading success:

- each new Oxford Level provides gently increased exposure to new vocabulary, sentence structures and complexity of language
- Oxford Levels ensure children are reading at the level that is right for them, maximising their confidence, enjoyment and engagement.
How it works

Our route to reading success is simple:

- our systematic, synthetic phonics teaching programme helps to develop and secure initial reading success, then
- children put their phonics into practice by reading **fully decodable books** matched to their phonic knowledge, followed by
- a wide range of **phonically-based readers**, which include a limited number of non-decodable words offer challenge, excitement and further reading development.
Phonics Teaching

Floppy’s Phonics Teaching Programme

The rigorous, systematic synthetic phonics teaching in Floppy’s Phonics Teaching Programme gives children the secure first step they need on their reading journey.

Children learn to match the sounds of spoken English with letters or groups of letters whilst discovering the motivating adventures of the popular Oxford Reading Tree characters for the very first time.
Fully-decodable phonics practice

**Floppy’s Phonics Fiction**
Motivating and fully decodable texts which encourage children to put phonics into practice.

**Traditional Tales**
Enchanting and fully-decodable classic stories from around the world.
Phonically-based reading

Explore with Biff, Chip and Kipper
Topic-linked pairs of fiction and non-fiction titles to encourage wider reading.

inFact
Much-loved stories perfect for talk, language development, and confidence-building.

Story Sparks
Emotionally engaging stories to prompt discussion and encourage creative thinking.

Biff, Chip and Kipper: Decode and Develop
Semi-decodable adventures of the much-loved chums help smooth the transition to richer reading.
Richer Reading

**Biff, Chip and Kipper Classic Stories**
Much-loved stories perfect for talk, language development, and confidence-building.

**All Stars**
Challenging chapter books for able infant readers.

**Songbirds**
Decodable and beautifully written stories by Julia Donaldson (best-selling author of The Gruffalo).
Find out more

- Visit our website
- Contact your local Education Consultant

How to order

- Buy now
- Phone +44 (0)1536 452620